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Winner of the University of Michigan Press / Humanities, Arts, Science, and Technology Alliance
and Collaboratory (HASTAC) Prize for Notable Work in the Digital HumanitiesIn the age of digital
communications, it can be difficult to imagine a time when the meaning and imagery of stamps
was politically volatile. While millions of Americans collected stamps from the 1880s to the
1940s, Stamping American Memory is the first scholarly examination of stamp collecting culture
and how stamps enabled citizens to engage their federal government in conversations about
national life in early-twentieth-century America. By examining the civic conversations that
emerged around stamp subjects and imagery, this work brings to light the role that these
underexamined historical artifacts have played in carrying political messages.Sheila A. Brennan
crafts a fresh synthesis that explores how the US postal service shaped Americans’ concepts of
national belonging, citizenship, and race through its commemorative stamp program. Designed
to be saved as souvenirs, commemoratives circulated widely and stood as miniature memorials
to carefully selected snapshots from the American past that also served the political needs of
small interest groups. Stamping American Memory brings together the histories of the US postal
service and the federal government, collecting, and philately through the lenses of material
culture and memory to make a significant contribution to our understanding of this period in
American history.

About the AuthorPaul T. Hellyer is a seasoned politician, journalist, and commentator, and
Canada’s senior privy councilor best known for the unification of the Canadian Armed Forces
and for his 1968 chairmanship of the Task Force on Housing and Urban Development. In recent
years he has become interested in extraterrestrial presence, and in September 2005 he became
the first person of cabinet rank in the G8 group of countries to state unequivocally that “UFOs
are as real as the airplanes flying overhead.” He is the author of Agenda: A Plan for Action, The
Evil Empire: Globalization’s Darker Side, Exit Inflation, Funny Money: A Common Sense
Alternative to Mainline Economics, Light at the End of the Tunnel: A Survival Plan for the Human
Species, and A Miracle in Waiting: Economics that Make Sense. He lives in Toronto.--This text
refers to the paperback edition.
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IanContentsAcknowledgmentsIntroductionBuilding Philatelic CommunitiesLearning to Read
StampsFederal Participation in PhilatelyShaping National Identity with Commemoratives in the
1920s and 1930sRepresenting Unity and Equality in New Deal StampsAfterwordAppendix:
American Commemorative Stamps Issued, 1892–
1940NotesReferencesIndexAcknowledgmentsDuring my first year at Bates College, I selected a
work study job at the campus post office where I sorted and delivered mail, weighed packages
to be sent across country and abroad, and generated money orders. I worked there for four
years and never once considered researching stamps or the postal service. And yet it became
formative in my professional and personal development. Similarly, I always collected things at
different stages of my life, but never stamps. It wasn’t until I started working at a museum that I
began to see how different objects came into museum collections and how one person’s
personal fascination with certain things transformed everyday objects into artifacts through the
process of accessioning. This experience triggered my curiosity about the areas of collecting
practices, memory studies, and material culture. During graduate school, when a family stamp
collection arrived, I realized that I had a starting point for a bigger project.I intended to write a
synthetic history of collecting in the United States, but after some research found an enormous
number of philatelic sources that scholars barely touched. My adviser at the time, the late Roy
Rosenzweig, encouraged me to follow those sources and to focus on stamps and stamp
collecting. I worried that the topic would be too narrow and, frankly, that I would grow bored. I
never expected to discover that stamp collecting was so engrained in American culture in the
early twentieth century that it was the subject of hundreds of popular press articles and radio
shows and used by department stores to promote sales. Or that the topic and practice figured
into movie scripts like Charade, fiction like The Crying of Lot 49, or one-liners delivered by
Groucho Marx in Duck Soup. Stamps and stamp collecting mattered, and I found good stories
that connected collectors, noncollectors, and the US government in dialogues over the subjects



of commemorative stamps because people cared about how those subjects represented the
United States as a nation and an ideal.The ideas embedded in this book and digital monograph
were shaped, influenced, and supported by many people during its formation. I started this
research under Roy’s guidance. At many times throughout this project, I wished for his counsel. I
was lucky to have learned from him as my teacher and adviser, boss and mentor. I came to the
PhD program at George Mason University because of him, and I remained to work at the place
now named for him, the Roy Rosenzweig Center for History and New Media.A major part of
Roy’s legacy is the ethics he embedded in the work and the staff at the Center. The commitment
to openness—to new ideas, collaborations, open-source software, open-access publishing—
permeates our work there and work my colleagues and I do outside of the Center. The free,
online version of Roy and Dan Cohen’s 2005 book, Digital History: A Guide to Gathering,
Preserving, and Presenting the Past on the Web, motivated me to seek out publishers who
would be amenable to a hybrid publication that includes a free, open-access, digital version.
This is what led me to the University of Michigan Press and its Digital Culture Books division.
The Press was one of the first academic publishers to invite scholars to experiment with form,
review, and collaboration in digital formats. I am grateful to the Press and the Humanities, Arts,
Science, Technology Collaborative (HASTAC) for creating opportunities that encourage junior
scholars to publish digitally and for awarding me a Digital Humanities Publication Prize in 2012
to create Stamping American Memory as a hybrid publication.I never intended to publish a print
monograph. I wanted to create a long-form, open-access, digital project that invited commentary
and underwent an open peer review process that might grow in a digital space into something
far beyond my own ideas and sources. Developing, designing, and shepherding digital work,
however, is challenging. What I developed resides at , and, here is the print monograph. The
print form retains some elements of the digital, because I wrote and revised with online readers
in mind. The digital version contains more images and more discreet sections, but the ideas and
the sources remain the same, and I hope you as the reader find this style works in print.As I
waded into the options for publishing Stamping American Memory digitally, I sought and
received guidance from colleagues and friends who themselves successfully pushed back on
traditional publishing formats and shared lessons they learned, including Kathleen Fitzpatrick,
Dan Cohen, Tom Scheinfeldt, and Jack Dougherty. I am also grateful for those who generously
volunteered their time to review this work during the open peer review process, who received no
compensation but did so because they were interested this work and in participating in this type
of review. Many thanks go to Denise Meringolo, Clarissa Ceglio, Ivan Greenberg, and Alyssa
Anderson.My research relies heavily on sources maintained locally and shared digitally from the
Smithsonian National Postal Museum. The Postal Museum was one of the first history museums
in the United States to launch a collections database filled with deep descriptive metadata and
images. Arago: People, Postage & Post has been critically important to my work, and the images
found in my digital and print publication draw heavily from sources in Arago I examined closely
on my computer screen at home, and returned to over and over. This type of openness



exemplifies how sharing collections online furthers scholarly research. The Postal Museum’s
librarians and curators are responsive and helpful. This is also true of the staff at the American
Philatelic Society, all of whom are genuinely pleased when researchers approach them about
accessing records, objects, and special collections.I feel lucky to be part of George Mason
University’s history department, which values and supports digital history scholarship.
Throughout the project’s development, I relied on feedback, advice, and support from my
dissertation adviser, Alison Landsberg, and committee member Michael O’Malley, as well other
members of the faculty, especially Christopher Hamner, Mills Kelly, Lincoln Mullen, and
Rosemarie Zagarri. My GMU classmates saw this project develop and helped me to sort out
problematic pieces over many years and cheered me on along the way: Bill Carpenter, Katja
Hering, Chris Hughes, Jenny Landsbury, Steve Saltzgiver, Kevin Shupe, and Rob Townsend.
Susan Smulyan at Brown University has been a mentor and friend for twenty years who always
offers the advice I need, rather than telling me what I want to hear. Stamping American Memory
is better because of all of you.Since 2005, I have worked with many smart people at the Center
for History and New Media who embody Roy’s vision. You all challenge me, make me smarter,
and indulge my desire to discuss details about food and popular culture at the dev table in
between our work sprints and meetings. I am grateful for the lasting friendships developed over
these years, and for the opportunities to collaborate and consult on many important digital
projects. The Center is a unique place, particularly for its legacy of hiring and preparing
individuals to do digital humanities work across it many forms. This is evident in the list of
innovators and leaders who now count as Center alumni. From that list, there are a few
individuals in particular, Sharon Leon, Lisa Rhody, and Joan Troyano, who have supported me
through the ups and downs of this project and other personal challenges in countless ways.
Thank you.To my family and dear friends whom I do not see nearly as often as I would like,
thanks for providing me with endless happy distractions via Facebook, emoji-filled texts, and
kind notes. I am grateful to be part of a large family, fictive and consanguinal, filled with strong
women. My mom, Ann Brennan, in particular, continues to push through difficult challenges
during her life with an enviable amount of inner strength. Thank you for leading by example. My
brother Marty and I are doing all right, because of you. I look forward to celebrating the end of
this project with you both, Jada, and Ian.To Ian, who pushes me to be more observant and
creative than I am on my own and encourages me to step away from my laptop, I look forward to
discovering more new things with you, and to the next big thing.IntroductionMuch of the
revelation was to come through the stamp collection Pierce had left, his substitute often for her—
thousands of little colored windows into deep vistas of space and time . . . No suspicion at all that
it might have something to tell her . . . what after all could the mute stamps have told her . . .—
Thomas Pynchon, The Crying of Lot 49Scholars, like Thomas Pynchon’s character Oedipa
Maas, often overlook stamps and the practice of stamp collecting, missing how those “deep
vistas of space and time” imprint visions of the past on the cultural memory of those who viewed
them.1 Throughout his novella, Pynchon hints of an uncovered complexity and influence of the



US postal service not only for communication, but also as a central institution for circulating,
managing, and shaping visual meanings of nation on stamps.Millions of Americans collected
stamps at one point in their lives between the 1880s and 1940, yet, despite its popularity, stamp
collecting has not been examined closely by scholars. Many historians often overlook all aspects
of postal operations and their influence on American culture. Traditionally, the study of stamps
has been the domain of collectors and enthusiasts who immerse themselves in learning the
details of stamp design and production, and do not uncover the cultural contexts in which those
stamps were produced. Stamps are not mere instruments of postal operations, but rather,
objects deeply embedded in culture, with complicated stories to tell. Stamps are designed to be
symbolic, and we should interpret them as such. Pynchon’s text stages both the importance of
the postal service as an index to national life and the value of looking more closely at stamp-
collecting practices. Stamping American Memory: Collectors, Citizens, and the Post bridges this
gap between historians, collectors, and enthusiasts.This study follows Pynchon’s trail by
demonstrating how American commemorative postage stamps hold meanings beyond their
mute images, images that illustrate how Americans and their government commented on the
past and the present. To investigate the meaning of the stamps, I look at the institution producing
them and the ways in which people chose to collect, save, discuss, and display their stamps.
Stamp collecting emerged in the United States as an activity independent of the postal service.
This changed once the US Post Office Department (USPOD) recognized this community of
collectors and printed limited-issue commemoratives designed to be saved. Those stamps were
rarely redeemed for postal delivery, giving commemoratives the potential to increase the gross
income earned by an agency constantly struggling to balance its budget. By selecting scenes
and figures from the American past for printing on commemorative stamps, the USPOD
emerged in the early twentieth century as one of the most active federal agencies engaged in
public history making prior to the New Deal. Stamping American Memory makes that history
visible, while also investigating the relationships and intersections among stamp collectors
(philatelists), noncollecting citizens, and the postal service. These relationships shape concepts
of nationalism, consumption, and memory making in early twentieth-century America.This study
begins after the American Civil War, approximately thirty years after the postal revolution began
in Great Britain. In 1840, the British developed a system for prepaying postage based on the
weight of a letter rather than on the distance it traveled. The stamp served as a physical
representation of paid postage, bearing the head of reigning monarch Queen Victoria. This
system emerged from the needs of the sprawling British Empire, where a very small letter might
travel thousands of miles and across oceans to reach its destination within British territory.
European and North and South American nations followed the new British model and also
adopted the prepaid postage system in the mid-nineteenth century. A few individuals found
these colored bits of paper curious and fascinating, and began casually collecting and trading
stamps among associates without the acknowledgment or support of government postal
services.2Since governments created stamps to serve the needs of empires, it is not surprising



that collecting stamps mimicked imperialistic tendencies, but on a much smaller scale. Stamps
often acted as official and visual press releases to the world announcing the establishment of a
newly independent nation, the ascension of a new monarch, or the election of a national leader.
All stamps contained identifying signs to indicate the country of origin in words and/or symbols,
the denomination in native currency, and a design that included color, typography, and imagery.
These variables combined into designs that represented the dominant ideologies of one nation
or empire on behalf of it citizens, and were offered for the community of collectors around the
world to interpret. For colonies, protectorates, and occupied territories, that vision most often
was controlled by the ruling authorities, who focused imagery on the beauty and exoticism of
place to de-emphasize questions of sovereignty. Stamps stand as symbols for nations as distinct
political and ideological entities, so collectors easily used national or imperial distinction as a
consistent way to classify and arrange stamps.3Beginning in the late nineteenth century,
collectors who amassed and traded stamps organized them by country or colony neatly in
albums. Scholars of collecting assert that the act of assembling collections creates something
new even when collectors follow conventions for organizing these objects.4 A stamp collector
built his or her own small empire when collecting stamps from around the world or when
collecting stamps from specific countries. The earliest US commemorative stamps celebrated
conquests of empires while promoting American-run world’s fairs from the 1890s to 1910s.
When saving the “stepping stones” of American history, produced by the postal service,
collectors read in their albums a constructed narrative of American exceptionalism.5 Fittingly,
the practice of collecting stamps grew in popularity in the United States as America’s role
increased economically, politically, and militarily around the world.The development of stamp
collecting from the 1880s through the 1930s not only mirrored the transformation of the United
States into an international political power, but also mirrored the transition of the United States
into a consumer society. Russell Belk posited that collecting by non-elites occurs only in
consumer societies, when nonessential objects are bought, traded, and consumed in ways
similar to other material goods.6 Stamp collecting became popular at a time when mass-
produced items were readily available and Americans increased the amount of money spent on
nonessential household items, even if discretionary spending for most remained modest.
Stamps, in general, were not expensive, and individuals obtained free stamps in product
packaging, through trading duplicates, or from friends’ and neighbors’ mail. Collecting stamps
held broad and varied appeal: for some it was purely aesthetics; others were intrigued by subject
matter, the potential value, or the methods of production; while some simply enjoyed the thrill of
the hunt. Collecting as a practice was not a new phenomenon in the time period I examine.
Collecting for fun, however, became increasingly accessible and acceptable to Americans with
some means, as the culture of consumerism was shaped by merchant capitalists, private and
federal institutions, and advertising agencies from the 1880s through the 1930s.7Part of this
consumer culture was a new and powerful advertising industry. Advertisements sold consumer
goods by referencing the American past and invoking national symbols to associate purchasing



a product with patriotism and good citizenship. Simultaneously, the Post Office Department
printed and sold its own products that invoked national symbols and referenced the American
past. These stamps served dually as prepaid postage and as a consumer collectible.
Commercial advertising strategies framed consumption as an essential component of American
identity and citizenship. Purchasing consumer goods, as constructed by advertisers, had the
power to unite Americans through what Charles McGovern defines as “material nationalism.” To
advertisers, Americanness was found in things, and the language of those things promoted
social harmony and assimilation while simultaneously erasing the presence of people of color or
ethnic minorities.8Similarly, the USPOD sought to unite Americans by selling a selective and
triumphalist vision of the American past that erased contributions by people of color and
obscured the legal foundations of oppression and inequality. This vision embodied the
contradictions of civic and racial nationalisms as defined by Gary Gerstle.9 While promoting the
principle that all Americans enjoyed economic opportunity and political equality,
commemoratives obscured complicated narratives that masked the legal and economic barriers
preventing the achievement of full citizenship rights for anyone categorized as nonwhite. History
presented on stamps functioned to tell its citizens, This is your story, be proud, even when it did
not reflect the diverse and brutal realities of American history. Through its commemoratives, the
USPOD emerged as a powerful institution that legitimized particular narratives about the
national past, explaining why different groups lobbied so strenuously for their images and events
to appear on commemorative stamps.Carrying federal authority, commemorative stamps
functioned as a type of souvenir to the American past, and, when saved, it became a miniature
memorial. Susan Stewart sees a souvenir as an object that offers an incomplete vision of an
event or place that it represents, thus requiring a new narrative that displaces the authentic
experience.10 Souvenirs are bought by tourists. Marita Sturken’s assertion that Americans
occupy the role of “tourist” when relating to their history is also useful in this context. Tourists
experience history as a “mediated and reenacted experience,” much like tourists who visit sites
where they do not live. As tourists, people approach their visit to the past from a detached,
innocent, and uncritical position. Souvenirs, produced to make money from tourists, imprint
specific images of sites on the memory of persons keeping the trinket that also simplify complex
realities of history.11 By nature of their size and the imagery represented on these miniature
memorials, stamps served as federally produced souvenirs that encouraged a tourist-like
engagement with the history represented on stamps printed in the early twentieth
century.Purchasing a commemorative stamp, unlike buying a souvenir, did not represent a real
visit to the past, but provided a gateway for millions of collectors and citizens to create and share
a cultural memory of that event. Small in size, stamps were more accessible than memory sites,
such as museums, archives, and monuments. These sites have power as nation-building tools.
Much like structural memorials built in public spaces, one vision of the past dominates the
stamp’s imagery and often screens out other perspectives.12As scholars of memory and
memorialization have shown, the institutionalization of memory in a society serves the needs of



a nation or community at a given time. Often, the messages projected through museum and
monument designs are contentious. John Bodnar sees these struggles as the result of clash
between an official and vernacular culture. The voices of official culture want to present the past
in patriotic ways to emphasize ideals and achievements rather than in ways that engage
complex realities. In contrast, the voices of vernacular culture represent the varied interests of
diverse groups, reflecting personal experiences emerging from smaller communities.13 Stamps
provided official narratives generated by the USPOD, and by the 1920s commemoratives were
the products of negotiations among collectors, noncollectors, and postal officials. Conflicts
arose when the postal service chose to print commemorative stamps resulting from vernacular
petitioning to honor a local anniversary or hero. Once selected for printing, local stories were
elevated to national ones memorialized on a stamp. These stamps carried unmatched official
legitimacy lent by their designation as a government issue. The same designation stripped away
any complexity of that original narrative. Once circulated and saved, the images became
“entangled” between history and memory, and embedded as the cultural memory of all those
who viewed the stamp.14Stamping American Memory is a cultural history that builds on the
scholarship of postal history, nationalism, consumption, collecting, material culture, and memory
and memoralization. I begin in the first chapter, “Building Philatelic Communities,” by tracing how
stamp collecting emerged as a hobby in the United States in the late nineteenth century during
the age of imperialism and the era of American progressivism. Collecting objects other than fine
arts grew in popularity, and philatelists began distinguishing themselves from casual collectors
by forming exclusive clubs that mimicked professional associations, defined standards of
practice, and published journals.“Learning to Read Stamps” looks at how noncollecting citizens
learned that stamps contained symbols and that stamps could be used for other purposes
beyond mailing a letter. This accessibility and visual appeal of stamps invited different groups to
use stamps as pedagogical tools for teaching about nation, imperialism, capitalism, and gender.
Postal officials began to notice these collectors, and I explore that relationship in “Federal
Participation in Philately.” Merchant-capitalist, department store founder and owner, and
postmaster general John Wanamaker recognized that collectors were consumers, and he
pushed the Department to print its first commemorative stamp series, celebrating the World’s
Columbian Exposition in 1892. That success prompted the Department to print other world’s fair
stamps, participate in public exhibitions, and open the Philatelic Agency to serve collectors.
During this process, the USPOD began to see collectors as consumers with money to spend,
even if it was only two cents at a time. The Department expanded its already close relationship
with Americans by encouraging them to purchase and save commemoratives as patriotic
souvenirs, and the USPOD became an active participant in collecting culture and public history
making.Aware of the power infused into stamps, citizens, collectors, and postal officials
engaged in negotiations over stamp subjects, which I discuss in “Shaping National Identity with
Commemoratives in the 1920s and 1930s.” Postal officials designed commemoratives to
showcase the uniqueness of the American past and to represent all Americans. The faces on



stamps, however, were overwhelmingly male and racially white, while scenes celebrated
Western European immigration, conquests of native peoples, technological conquest of lands,
and military heroism.“Representing Unity and Equality in New Deal Stamps” closely examines
how President Franklin Delano Roosevelt used the commemorative stamp program to build
popular support for his federal initiatives and to project national unity during the Great
Depression and on the eve of World War II. Seeking evidence of his verbal commitments to uplift
the conditions of all Americans during his presidency, petitioners sought FDR’s approval for
commemoratives that celebrated achievements of women and African Americans, which also
acknowledged the remaining legal barriers to achieving full political equality. Roosevelt
understood that the visual language of stamps carried great political power and that those
messages would be distributed widely to millions of Americans.While reading Stamping
American Memory, readers will see, I hope, that stamp collecting was not just an insignificant
hobby practiced by a few obsessed individuals. Rather, that collecting provides a way to
examine how millions of individuals and the federal government participated in a conversation
about national life in early twentieth-century America. As a collectible, stamps transformed into
miniature memorials through the act of being saved. This study draws upon sources known to
historians and to philatelists separately that haven’t been adequately brought together in one
piece of scholarly work.Brief History of Collecting in the United StatesCollecting is a centuries-
old practice most often associated with European royalty until the revolutionary era of the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries and the emergence of capitalism, particularly in the
United States. During the early Republic, prominent individuals such as Thomas Jefferson and
Charles Wilson Peale collected a variety of natural, technological, and art objects as interest in
collecting slowly increased in the United States. Some sought to complete autograph sets
containing the signatures of each signer of the Declaration of Independence, while others
pursued art, coins, and books. Many collectors retained their collections privately, while others
wanted to connect with like-minded individuals and founded clubs in the mid-nineteenth
century.15Those interested in learning more about art and who lacked the money to purchase
original pieces on their own joined the American Art Union (AAU), one of the earliest collecting
clubs in the United States. From 1839 to 1853, the AAU’s dues supported American artists and
each year gave members an engraved print created from paintings by artists including Thomas
Cole, Asher Durand, and George Caleb Bingham. Additionally, AAU members had an
opportunity to obtain original art through an annual lottery system. In 1852, the New York
Supreme Court, however, declared the art lottery to be illegal and forced the AAU to dissolve
and auction off its remaining holdings. At its peak, the AAU’s rolls grew to include nearly 19,000
members across the United States.16Others interested in coins might have joined the American
Numismatic Society (ANS), established in 1858 to pursue and study ancient coins. The ANS
positioned itself as a national organization that brought together local numismatic associations
established in cities across the United States and encouraged the formation of new groups.
Wealthy New York bibliophiles established the Grolier Club in 1884 to discuss their book



collections and to dabble occasionally in poster collecting.17Many others collected privately
without belonging to clubs. This was particularly true for women and children, who collected a
variety of free or found objects, from butterflies to buttons to trade and prayer cards. In the 1870s
and 1880s, colorfully printed and mass-produced chromolithographic trade cards appeared in
consumer product packaging to encourage brand loyalty among consumers. The advent of
advertising trade cards also signaled a deliberate move on the part of consumer capitalists to
produce items for the purpose of collecting and preservation that encouraged spending to
broaden a collection. At the same time, churches and religious societies saw the popularity of
advertising cards and printed their own versions that included biblical figures and passages or
prayers. Some practicing Christians enjoyed collecting prayer cards because doing so offered a
material connection to their faith and also functioned to identify them as part of a larger religious
community. Some of these private or home-based collections made by men, women, and
children landed in scrapbooks, while others were merely thrown away.18With the growth of
collecting in the middle and late nineteenth century, collectors of all types of objects were
labeled as being afflicted with “the collecting mania.” Evidence as early as 1812 in French
publications referred to collectors as developing a mania for pursuing autographs and historical
letters. This language does not resurface until the 1860s. According to one assessment in 1868,
a stamp-collecting mania appeared in the United States and affected young people, while the
mania for collecting pictures and coins mainly affected adults.19 Many newspaper articles
referenced the “collecting mania” and a “mania for collections,” while it was occasionally
discussed in popular literature.20Generally, manias were associated specifically with women at
a time when many health professionals believed the female physiology made them more
susceptible to mental disorders. Popular discussions positioned the mania in opposition to the
scientific ideal as both concepts were being developed and shaped by cultural, gender, and
class-based stereotypes. Women identified as middle class or of means who shoplifted
merchandise from department stores were not common criminals, but instead were afflicted with
kleptomania, which left them physically unable to resist goods that passed before them.21The
“collecting mania” or “mania for collections” was applied to both men and women collectors who
could not help their desire to acquire more objects. To prevent the mania from setting in, a
variety of articles warned readers against collecting objects of any kind by the 1880s and 1890s.
Something that started innocently as a childhood activity, according to one observer, might
progress to an adult “disease” or to the early stages of dementia, leading one to an asylum.
While stamp collecting appeared to onlookers in the nineteenth century as “merely a form of
mild insanity or monomania,” for some “enthusiastic collectors, it became the principal interest of
their lives.” By the 1920s, as collecting grew in popularity, more adults accepted it as a suitable
leisure activity and found that collecting offered individuals “the surest remedies against the
tedium and monotony of life.”22 In the early twentieth century, more Americans grew interested
in collecting, and public opinions of collectors began to change, as we will see, due in part to the
growing legions of stamp collectors.Building Philatelic Communities“Well, I declare! You stamp



collectors beat my understanding!”“Well, I suppose to one who is not interested in philately,
stamp collecting seems like a queer business.”“It isn’t a business—it’s a disease.”—“The
Prevailing Malady,” 1895Stamp collecting started as an obscure leisure-time activity in the 1860s
and 1870s, but quickly emerged as a popular and more structured pursuit by the 1880s in the
United States and internationally. Identifying themselves as philatelists, stamp collectors created
a large community in the late nineteenth century that extended well into the twentieth through
the establishment of clubs and the success of a wide-reaching philatelic press. Defining
themselves as experts, these collectors wished to bring respectability to a leisure activity that
they enjoyed and that others ridiculed. Clubs established the study of stamps as a serious
discipline, defined by their own as scientific, and created a professionalized feeling about the
hobby through club meetings and publications that mimicked academic journals. As new groups
of philatelists formed and dissolved, hierarchies also emerged in the philatelic world as clubs
restricted membership based on race and gender, and “philatelists” distinguished themselves
from mere “collectors.” Philatelists also debated among themselves about the practices of
philately, and whether it led its followers down a path of knowledge and enlightenment or a path
toward materialism and greed. Philatelists formed a national network that helped to legitimize
their activities, influenced businesses to pay attention to them in consumerist ways, and
expanded the hobby to attract a broader audience as it grew in popularity. Through the process
of selecting, saving, and preserving stamps, collectors and philatelists established relationships
with their favorite objects. Importantly, the US Post Office Department noticed those connections
by the 1890s and intentionally printing colorful stamps that told stories, historical narratives
about America’s past.Early Stamp CollectingPeople began collecting stamps in Great Britain
and France soon after the postage revolution in the 1840s, and the practice spread to the United
States. The first dealers in the United States, George Hussey, James Brennan, J. M. Chute, John
W. Kline, and Ferdinand Marie Trifet, were found in New York and Boston in the late 1850s and
early 1860s. To promote a serious aspect of studying and collecting stamps, Georges Herpin
coined the term “philately” in 1864, drawing on the Greek root philos, meaning fond of, and
atelia, meaning exemption from tax or tax receipt. Early collectors in Great Britain focused on the
colors and subjects of stamps. In contrast, French collectors began examining the elements of
stamp production, including the variation of shade, paper, watermarks, and perforations, with
less concern for the subjects. As a handful of international businessmen joined casual
enthusiasts in analyzing stamps for their subjects and their production qualities, stamp
collectors slowly became “philatelists.”1The earliest stamp collectors earned reputations as
“cranks” who were afflicted with a disease, often referred to as the “collecting mania,” a
perception that continued for decades after the hobby emerged in the 1870s and 1880s. Many
collectors felt the need to justify why collecting stamps was not “a queer business” and battled
accusations that they were engaged in a childish folly by insisting it was a worthy pursuit.2
Wealthy Americans and nouveau riche industrial capitalists collected fine art, yet their behavior
rarely was equated with a mania.3 Economically stable Americans of more modest means also



learned to collect things in the nineteenth century, and stamps became one of the most
popularly collected items. Collecting stamps appealed to many different audiences, and grew in
popularity in part because of the ways that this budding hobby community organized in the
United States during the 1870s, 1880s, and 1890s.Philatelists began to connect with other
collectors, and by the 1880s, the first American stamp association had been established.
Predating technical hobby clubs created after World War II, philatelic societies formed a national
network of clubs in the nineteenth century to help legitimize their activities, to explain their hobby
to a broader audience, and to increase the popularity of the practice.4By the early twentieth
century, a stamp-collecting culture emerged as collectors established communities by forming
membership clubs, published and circulated hundreds of philatelic papers, and encouraged
others to collect. These communities sought to define themselves by a set of practices and
behaviors that distinguished members as “philatelists” and constructed philately as a type of
scientific pursuit. Comprised predominantly of white male members of financial means,
members wanted to attract new collectors to philatelic clubs, but they also constructed barriers
and rules that reinforced exclusivity of the privileged represented by their paying
members.5Other collectors never joined clubs but participated in the philatelic culture through
the circulation of stamp literature and exposure through mainstream media collecting columns
and stories about new commemorative releases. These institutional structures helped to shape
how philatelists and collectors viewed themselves and how they practiced their hobby. This
community became influential as the hobby grew in popularity and in the ways that philatelists
shaped stamp production in the United States through the early twentieth century.Who
Collected Stamps?Quantifying collectors and analyzing their demographics is difficult, because
most individuals collected privately, outside of formalized clubs. Kings, queens, lords, czars, and
American politicians put a public face on philately in late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
periodicals, but most American collectors were not famous or worthy of headlines. They worked
in a variety of occupations and lived in both rural and urban areas. Rogers’ American Philatelic
Blue Book of 1893 indicated that late nineteenth-century stamp collecting was truly a pursuit of
young adults who worked in a variety of occupations. The Blue Book listed more farmers than
doctors and more clerks than bankers, and showed that skilled workers such as electricians,
carpenters, blacksmiths, quarrymen, patternmakers, and coal miners publicly identified
themselves as stamp collectors. More than half of the 2,000 respondents did not belong to a
philatelic association, but they must have occasionally read a philatelic paper to know about
Rogers’s free listings in this directory.6Directories, like Rogers’ Blue Book and others printed by
prominent philatelic publisher Mekeel’s, showed that collectors lived in big cities and small
towns across the United States. Most collectors listed themselves by their last name and first
initials, making gender speculation difficult, but the occupations listed indicate that most
probably were male. Rogers compiled his directory to grow membership in the American
Philatelic Association, of which he was a member. Rogers’ Blue Book provided some excellent
information about collectors not found in other directories of collectors (such as Mekeel’s),



particularly age, occupation, and affiliations. Out of the 2,000 collectors listed, only 1,718 were
American collectors, and only 54 identified themselves solely as dealers. Not surprisingly,
Rogers’ did not ask about the race or gender for the listings.7Circulating addresses also gave
collectors the opportunity to build communities and foster connections across geographies via
the mail system by writing to others seeking to trade or buy stamps. By the 1890s, stamp
collecting was an established pastime shared by many men working in white- and blue-collar
occupations across the country who had a few extra dollars and hours to spend on a hobby, and
some of them joined newly forming philatelic clubs.Women CollectorsFor a hobby that men
appeared to dominate, at least publicly, it is intriguing that women played a formative role in
shaping the mythology of early philately. One philatelic writer claimed that the first gatherings of
stamp collectors in Paris in the 1860s were hosted and attended by women who exchanged
their duplicate stamps on Sunday afternoons in the Tuileries Gardens. When the postage system
was still new in Britain, women collected stamps featuring the profile of reigning monarch Queen
Victoria. In the 1880s, women’s magazines such as Godey’s Lady’s Book and Ladies’ Home
Journal proposed that stamp collecting was an appropriate activity for women. Because it was
an indoor amusement, “restful” and “quieting after the mind has been busily occupied with
duties,” it was viewed as a proper way for middle-class women to spend their leisure time.
Women were well suited to the pastime because it involved creativity—when arranging a
collection—that capitalized on their “natural artistic tastes.” Godey’s instructed women how to
decorate tables with stamps, and Ladies’ Home Journal taught women how to throw a “fad
party” that included a stamp-collecting hunt.8 This style of collecting and using stamps by
women was seen by some club philatelists, as noted by one in 1919, as lacking “the great
principles of philately.”9 Those principles emerged with the establishment of a network of
philatelic clubs in the 1870s, 1880s, and 1890s that guided members to organize and analyze
stamps in particular ways.Club philatelists, for example, never advocated decorating with
stamps, but rather urged collectors to protect and save stamps carefully in albums. Since
collecting and presenting stamps in decorative ways were not valued by philatelists, most
material evidence of those pieces was not saved. Nonetheless, articles in women’s magazines
exposed women to the hobby even when they were not accepted into many philatelic clubs in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.Nonclub Collectors Influenced by Popular
MediaThe popular press also exposed the diverse American public to information about stamp
collecting and increased interest that led to broader adoption of the hobby. Whether observers
were extolling the values of collecting, perpetuating the idea that anyone could find a rare stamp
in a box of old letters, or framing stamp collecting as a “mania,” stamp collecting was in the news.
The presence of stamp-collecting articles in American newspapers and magazines was not
overwhelming, but the numbers of articles increased greatly from the 1870s to the 1930s,
marking a sharp growth in exposure never shared by similar hobbies, including coin
collecting.By searching the contents of the historical newspaper databases, it is possible to see
an overall increase in numbers of articles referring to philately and stamp collecting in the 1890s,



and then again in the 1920s and 1930s. Articles first appearing in larger-market papers, such as
the New York Times and Washington Post, were often reprinted in smaller-market papers. The
fewest total articles appeared in the African American press, meaning there was less casual
exposure to philately than to readers of the major dailies.10As early as the 1870s, youth
magazines promoted stamp collecting as an appropriate and educational activity for young
people. St. Nicholas was among the first nonphilatelic publications to devote valuable copy
space to promoting stamp collecting. It published numerous articles on stamp collecting that
offered primers to teach child readers about stamps from different nations and the practices of
collecting. St. Nicholas began a trend that many other periodicals would soon follow. In 1910, the
Christian Science Monitor began publishing regular articles on stamps for young readers, and
The Youth’s Companion started a stamp-collecting column in 1919.11This trend spread to the
dailies as well. In the late 1920s, the Los Angeles Times printed a regular hobby column that
often included articles on stamps; the Chicago Daily Tribune began a Sunday stamp column in
1932; and the Washington Post added the “Stamp Album” to its “Junior Post” section for young
readers in 1934. The New York Sun even bought ads in the Chicago Tribune inviting its readers
to subscribe to the Sun’s Saturday paper specifically to read its special stamp-collecting section.
In 1936, the Philatelic Almanac listed 150 papers supporting stamp departments that generated
regular articles or columns.12With the emergence of commercial broadcasting in the 1920s,
listeners not only tuned in to hear musicians and comedy acts, but also listened to stamp-
collecting programs. Newspapers listed daily programming from their home city and from other
regions; shows ran from fifteen minutes to a half hour. Mekeel’s tracked philatelic radio
programming and listed nine regular shows in 1932 broadcast from stations in Illinois, Georgia,
North Carolina, Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey. By 1936, more than sixty stations
broadcasted philatelic shows. Those who listened regularly were exposed to stamp-collecting
practices and “the drama of the postage stamp.”13As philatelic information spread in different
media, stamp collecting attracted new practitioners and appealed to the interests of different
people. Magazines, newspapers, and radio programs brought some activities that had been
exclusive to philatelic clubs and publications out into a public realm. For collectors who did not
belong to a club, especially for those excluded from clubs, this exposure increased their
philatelic knowledge and allowed them to connect with the philatelic community through the
media.Organizing into ClubsPhilatelic clubs and associations defined the practices of philately
and helped to legitimize stamp collecting as a leisure-time activity. The formation of philatelic
associations mirrored some of the processes undertaken by newly forming professional
associations that demanded their members uphold certain standards and practices. These
societies, as almost exclusively all white, all male, and all admitted through sponsorship,
demonstrated the exclusivity common to late nineteenth-century clubs. These collectors were
part of a “consuming brotherhood” that emerged in the late nineteenth century. Spending money
on dues and stamps was similar to how members of fraternal orders and elite dinner clubs
consumed: purchasing costumes, paraphernalia, or cigars.14 Stamp societies created



standards for normative collecting behaviors that lent legitimacy to their practice so outside
observers would see purchasing stamps and collecting paraphernalia as nonfrivolous and
worthy expenditures.Together with these new organizations, stamp collectors internationally
distinguished themselves from other collectors by constructing their hobby as a scientific and
rational pursuit. In contrast with those afflicted with a collecting mania, philatelists claimed to
practice a rational leisure-time activity they broadly defined as a “science” because their
collecting work involved researching through observation, classification, and arrangement. The
language of science permeated many aspects of everyday in the late nineteenth century.
Definitions of science and who qualified to be called scientists was also highly contested. As
Progressive Era social scientists worked to create a science of the sociohistorical world,
philatelists tried to utilize scientific practices by studying the world of stamps with support of their
newly created associations.15The idea that philately could be scientific may also have been
rooted in nineteenth-century European philosophical ideas about writing history. This type of
historical inquiry was promoted by the newly formed American Historical Association and was
taught in graduate programs training professional historians. Collecting documents for careful
study and comparison helped historians draw conclusions about historical “facts” that led to
supposedly objective histories.16 Although not seeking to answer historical questions,
philatelists studied stamps as primary documents. Such research equated to scientific study in
the minds of some. One British publication asserted, “If minute observation, research, dexterity,
taste, judgment, and patience are sufficient to lift a pursuit from a hobby to a science then
assuredly Philately is a science.”17Philatelic associations and individual philatelists perpetuated
the idea that the collection and study of stamps was a scientific practice, even if they did not
explicitly explain why. In one British book on philately, Arthur Palethorpe simply declared that
“philately now ranks as a science,” equating the practices of philately with that of a serious
discipline. A philatelist classified a stamp by country of origin, year issued, denomination, paper
type, paper perforations, printing process, and subject. Careful observation of the ink or
perforations of a stamp might lead a collector to find differences or perhaps a mistake. Because
stamps were mass-produced, any differences within a sheet or printing were considered to have
more value than the monetary amount assigned to that stamp.18 Stamp journals printed by
philatelic associations described and defined philately as scientific. The editors of the American
Journal of Philately commented that their readers enjoyed debating “in the field of our sciences,”
while the Northwestern Philatelist billed itself as “a monthly magazine devoted to the sciences of
philately.”19 Whether thinking about philately as scientific history or using the term “science” to
gesture to individuals engaging in research and study of stamp design and production,
incorporating this rhetoric was prevalent in stamp literature.Collectors found support in the new
philatelic associations and societies, as some hid their collecting habits from the hobby’s critics.
Eva Earl, a contributor to Pennsylvania Philatelist, acknowledged that in 1894 it was “customary
to laugh at the devotees to stamp collecting—all the world laughs.”20 Vindication of this push to
recognize philately as a disciplined pursuit came in 1907 when King Edward VII of Britain



declared stamp collectors to be “scientists” and philately to be a “science,” as he elevated the
London Philatelic Society to status of “Royal” by officially incorporating the Society with a royal
charter. Most likely influenced by his son, who amassed a large collection of stamps, the king
observed the prince researching and attending to his collection. Prior to the king’s proclamation,
philatelists in the United States delighted in the establishment of a Section of Philately in the
Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences devoted to the study and promotion of stamp collecting
in 1898. The Institute hosted lectures and meetings where collectors could bring their stamps for
“study and comparison” for the purpose of making meetings “profitable and interesting.” More
than a quarter century later, the Maryland Academy of Sciences elevated philately from a
subsection of its history department to become its own department, placing philately, once
again, “among the sciences.”21Defining their hobby as a science also offered philatelists an
opportunity to achieve an expertise in the small bits of paper they collected, traded, or bought
through stamp clubs and associations. Club founders and members were stamp dealers, who
bought and sold stamps for a living, and casual collectors, who bought, traded, or sold their
stamps during their free time. Informal meetings of collectors were not new, but when those
collectors formed associations, they organized in a more systematic way. The first permanent
organization in the world was the London Philatelic Group in 1869, now known as the Royal
Philatelic Society. The American Philatelic Association (APA) formed in 1886, and its founders
encouraged local affiliates to gather wherever “six philatelists can be brought together.” As a
national society, the APA would connect smaller groups meeting across the country in the
pursuit of philatelic knowledge.22American Philatelic AssociationIn the 1886, the newly created
American Philatelic Association desired to build a network of regional collecting clubs that
together formed an internationally significant organization that rhetorically fit with late nineteenth-
century concepts of American exceptionalism. The founding members of the APA were not
isolated from the transitions of American business and leisure life near the end of the nineteenth
century. A breakdown of local autonomy in small “island communities” began in the 1870s as
hierarchical needs of industrial life took hold in the United States.23 In a similar way, the APA
sought to join island communities of stamp collectors to form an infrastructure that supported
and nationalized the hobby. The founders believed that the adage “In union there is strength”
applied to stamp-collecting communities. Bringing national recognition to the hobby, the APA
promised to promote philately “as worthy and rational” because “it should be regarded in the
same light as are the generally recognized specialties that have worked their way from obscurity
to the positions they now apply.”24 Signifying similarities with newly forming professional
associations, these founding members suggested stamp collecting could emerge from obscurity
with a formal organization leading the way. By establishing a society of like-minded individuals,
philatelists hoped to spread the word about stamp collecting to a national audience.On
September 14, 1886, the APA held their first meeting to draw up by-laws and a constitution, elect
officers, and establish membership and affiliation rules. The small group chose John K. Tiffany,
an attorney from St. Louis, Missouri, to be the APA’s first president. By-laws detailed best



practices for obtaining stamps and discouraged counterfeiting. According to the preamble of
their constitution, the APA would help members learn more about philately, cultivate friendship
among philatelists, and encourage an international bond with “similar societies” in other
countries.25 Philately had a strong international component for all collectors, since most
collected and studied stamps printed in countries other than their own. Additionally, the APA
believed that connecting with groups outside of the United States would raise the stature of this
association and make the APA the premiere national philatelic organization. The overall mission
of the APA sought to legitimize and publicize the practice of stamp collecting.Less concerned,
rhetorically, with excluding unaffiliated stamp collectors, the APA’s constitution encouraged
people to join. Technically, “any stamp collector” could apply to the secretary of the APA for
membership. Current members considered a candidate’s background for one month before
voting to accept or reject petitioners. This procedure was in place to ensure no known
counterfeiters applied. Yet if a candidate was not sponsored by another member, chances were
high that the application for membership would be denied. This practice mimicked how other
exclusive social clubs operated in an attempt to keep out undesirables, namely women and
people of color. For an annual fee of two dollars, APA members received the American Philatelist
journal, gained access to the APA library, and enjoyed the community of collectors for buying
and trading varieties. While embracing all stamp collectors, the APA firmly and publicly rejected
those dealing in or making counterfeit stamps.26 By denying membership to known
counterfeiters, the APA reassured members that the stamps they dealt or traded were
government-issued stamps.While partaking in social gatherings was one aspect of club life,
leadership in the APA encouraged a serious study of stamps as part of membership. The
second president, Charles Karuth, asked members in 1899 what the APA had done for the
“advancement of the science of philately.” Karuth saw its membership comprising mostly
collectors and not philatelists, as he carefully distinguished between the “mere amassment of
stamps” and the study of philately. So as not to be viewed as “stamp cranks” and to distance
themselves from schoolboys who swapped stamps, APA members were encouraged to engage
in the valuable and scientific side of philately. If they did this, Karuth believed, philatelists would
be “recognized as gentlemen who had chosen a valuable branch of study.”27 Karuth’s plea
illustrated how the APA sometimes functioned like a professional association as it distinguished
between professionals and amateurs. At the same time, Karuth’s comments also demonstrated
a growing tension among club philatelists who wanted to encourage more individuals to collect
stamps, but only within strictures established by clubs.Philatelists represented their pursuit with
an allegorical figure, “Philatelia,” the goddess of philately, who engaged in rigorous study of
stamps. Philatelia symbolized their pursuit and may have acted as a guide for those pursuing
philatelic knowledge. The APA adopted the image of Philatelia for its seal in 1887 and it is still
used today. In the seal, Philatelia holds a stamp album in her left hand while she places a stamp
into it with her right. As a figurative deity, she sits on a globe that makes her appear larger than
the physical world that she sits upon while tending to the stamps kept in her album. Her position



suggests that she can control the world on which she sits, gesturing that collecting stamps is
symbolically similar to the imperialistic logics that justify how one country believes others are
available to be collected and controlled. She is focused on her stamp album, appearing studious
and unaware of others, and is not welcoming or open as she faces away from observers. Her
focus on the album and its stamps offers a model for all philatelists who described themselves
as “prostrate admirers and worshippers” and “all in love with one female—the Goddess
Philatelia.”28Fig. 1. Seal of the American Philatelic Association (Image courtesy of the American
Philatelic Society)Similar to female figures incorporated into other seals and artworks, Philatelia
represented the ideals of the APA. Personified representations of America and Columbia, as well
as other ideals and virtues, took female forms with which many Americans were no doubt
familiar. Iconography similar to Philatelia appeared on public murals in the 1890s, with painted
women representing justice, patriotism, and the disciplines of science in the Library of
Congress. Imagery represented a real political and cultural conflict, because some of the
principles personified by women were not legally available to them at the turn of the century,
including rights to participate in democracy, to make economic choices, and to be protected
equally under the law. Similar to these female mural icons, Philatelia celebrated activities that
took place predominantly in a male world and was beloved by men.29 Women collected stamps
privately, but were not welcomed in most philatelic clubs. Philatelia, like other female idyllic
icons, had limited symbolic powers to represent equality for American women at the turn of the
century.As the APA and other philatelic groups sought to expand their memberships, they still
did not welcome women or people of color. Evidence of white women collecting stamps does
not explain why many were turned away from pursuing memberships in stamp societies. First,
formal organizations were exclusive and remained that way for many years, and some club
names implied they were not for women or girls. The Sons of Philatelia and the Philatelic Sons of
America were founded in the 1890s to encourage philately among young people, but sounded
like male-only fraternal organizations. Records indicate, however, that a few female collectors
belonged to these organizations, but their numbers remained small.30With some club names
sounding like a fraternal organization, many male collectors believed that philately was in fact a
brotherhood—even transforming them into a brotherhood of Renaissance men. Knowledgeable
in many subjects, including history, astronomy, geography, and languages, philatelists portrayed
themselves as cosmopolitan men of the world. “We Collectors are brothers, comrades, citizens
of a great, progressing, ever-widening Brotherhood.”31 This concept of brotherhood was
grounded in ideas learned from experience with fraternal organizations and dinner clubs, and
perhaps in saloons, where men socialized in their leisure time. Philatelic club kinship was
referred to as “a Freemasonry among Stamp Collectors,” where a fellow collector was “always
warmly welcomed.”32 Likening the bonds formed to Freemasonry solidified philatelic clubs—in
their minds—as a white-male-only domain, while participation in the hobby was not.Clubs
protected the brotherhood by controlling who earned memberships, making philatelic clubs
almost exclusively male and white. In the 1880s, a few women applied to join the Staten Island



Philatelic Society but never enrolled as members. Rolls from the APA indicate that there were
five female members in 1889, but women never became a strong portion of national stamp-
collecting societies. By 1915, 3 percent of the Southern Philatelic Association’s membership
were women. Most women, it appears, gave up on applying to clubs created in the late
nineteenth century. By the mid-1920s, some women turned to newer and smaller stamp
societies where the membership rules were less stringent. Even as late as 1990, one of the most
exclusive clubs still did not allow female members.33These clubs were not welcoming for people
of color, either. Surprisingly, as African Americans established fraternal, religious, and social
clubs on their own terms, stamp collecting appears almost absent from their leisure-time
clubs.34 And yet an African American publisher, who later became the assistant registrar to the
US Treasury, reconstituted the Washington Philatelic Society (WPS) in 1905 together with white
Washingtonians and became the club’s first president. Cyrus Field Adams was a well-known
businessman as editor and publisher of The Appeal who used his position at the paper and in
various advocacy organizations to argue for political and economic rights of African Americans.
He also loved to collect stamps and amassed a collection of over 6,000 when he served as the
Washington Philatelic Society president. His presence in a white-dominated, “exclusive” club
displeased some philatelists from other societies. Rumors were generated that spread through
African American newspapers, and even in the New York Times, that Mr. Adams was passing as
white, and to protect his identity denied an African American philatelist membership in the WPS.
Adams had in fact voted for the applicant, whose membership was denied by a majority of the
other members. These accusations demonstrate that Adams was an outlier as a collector in both
the philatelic and African American communities.35 The comics and jokes printed in philatelic
magazines remind us that while philatelists were uniquely engaged within their hobby’s
community, they were not isolated from broader American social and cultural behaviors and
discourse where racial stereotyping and racism was common.As philatelic societies grew and
established their membership criteria, they also carved out identities for their organizations and
collectors. From its beginnings, the APA set forth to build a strong national philatelic organization
in the United States designed to compete with British and continental European nations that had
already formed their own national philatelic clubs.36 To be on par with other national
association, the APA articulated a vision in a few key ways.First, the APA’s desire to lead in
philatelic pursuits came in the form of a vision. The Philatelist’s Dream, an illustration printed in
1906, demonstrated how the APA could be a leading stamp society in the world.37 In the
Dream, a vision emerges from a philatelist’s cigar smoke rings while he sits at his desk with his
stamp album open. The first smoke ring approximates the APA’s seal, with Philatelia sitting on a
globe studying her album. In the next ring, Philatelia turns toward the viewer, with her album on
the floor, and stretches as if she has awakened from a dream. The third ring is empty, as if
Philatelia left the APA’s seal. She appears above the three rings holding the globe and stamp
album in her arms as she extends her right arm in an action of leadership and movement. Boys,
men, and at least one woman follow the APA’s Philatelia as she leads them west across the



image.Fig. 2. “The Philatelist’s Dream,” illustration (Image courtesy of the American Philatelic
Society)The APA’s image represents a striking similarity to late nineteenth-century art
representing American destiny and progress, as the APA envisioned itself as a leader in the
philatelic world. The Philatelist’s Dream is reminiscent of the 1872 painting American Progress
by John Gast, which was distributed widely and sold in lithograph form.Fig. 3. “American
Progress,” chromolithograph, published by George Coffut, 1872 (Prints and Photographs
Division, Library of Congress)The female figure wears the “Star of Empire” and floats above
people leading them and approving of their westward movement as settlers from the East
proceed west across the painting. Settlers push out herds of buffalo and Native Americans, with
trains, stage coaches, and ships bringing more settlers to complete the conquering of peoples
and lands. The female figure carries a book in hand, not unlike Philatelia’s album, symbolizing
knowledge and learning. This awakening of the APA’s Philatelia suggests that club philatelists
internalized a vision of America as a unique place with a distinctive history, extending that
exceptionalism to their philatelic association. Through this imagery we see that some club
philatelists equated studying and collecting stamps with the cultural of imperialism. As the
United States continued to conquer North America and islands in the Pacific and Caribbean,
American stamp collectors became leaders in conquering the world in their philatelic knowledge
and also in the ways that they amassed nations, stamp by stamp.The second part of the APA’s
exceptionalist vision included an organizational theme song first presented at the 1906 annual
meeting.“Rah! For the American Philatelic Association”Verse 1: Listen now! Ye nations all,To our
Philatelic song,That shall tell the story of the A.P.A.;The Association great,Of a Nation big and
strong,Which for enterprise most surely leads the way.Chorus: “Rah! “Rah! “Rah! For the
A.P.A.;It’s the pride of the U.S.;For it holds in loving thrallStamp collectors great and small,And
throughout the world its power is manifest.Verse 2: From Atlantic’s rugged coastTo Pacific’s
Golden Gate,And from Southland’s gulf to shining northern lakes,Are the mighty bounds from
which,Representing every state,A.P.A. its worthy membership takes.Verse 3: And its members,
they are trueTo Philately’s good cause,Making A.P.A. their ever-guiding star;For it is a tie that
binds,By its strong but simple lawsThat most wonderful and wise in nature are.Verse 4: So, we
hear from Europe’s marts,Round the world to Isles of Spice,Hearty commendations given
A.P.A.;And the nations each declare,“We would give a handsome priceCould we learn the art of
building in such way.”38Similar to the Dream, these lyrics demonstrated that members
enthusiastically believed that the APA would provide a leading example in the international
philatelic world and amply represent the “big and strong” United States. This organization of
white male philatelists paired evenly with American foreign policy that constructed a narrative of
masculine progress and “manifest” destiny that justified occupations and invasions of sovereign
nations.39 Rhetorically, the APA constructed itself to be as strong, and perhaps as masculine,
as the United States had become in the geopolitical landscape. The lyrics call out to the world’s
philatelists to notice the APA’s strength, which comes from its members—“great and small,”
“representing every state.” For its members, the APA stands as the “ever-guiding star,” which is



almost equivalent to Gast’s “Star of Empire,” leading philatelists to gain new philatelic
knowledge, and also to become a leader in philately. Much like the Dream, the lyrics indicate
how APA members internalized the idea of American exceptionalism—of the United States as a
nation and with regard to APA. The APA certainly was not the only club with members hailing
from all states, but its members believed that it stood for ideals of America and that persons
trading and collecting stamps in marts in Europe and Asia recognized the APA’s strength as an
organization.The Philatelist’s Dream and theme song added to a grand vision the APA’s
members held for the organization as it expanded and faced competition from other
organizations. The last components of this vision came in 1908 when the APA changed its name
to the American Philatelic Society (APS) and increased the frequency of publishing its journal.
The name change made the APS sound similar to the well-established Royal Philatelic Society,
and possibly distanced it from professional associations that it initially mimicked. The APS
started publishing its journal, American Philatelist, quarterly rather than yearly, and American
Philatelist began soliciting and printing articles that focused on the study and history of stamps
rather than merely publishing the minutes and speeches from the annual conventions. Members
were constantly encouraged to recruit acquaintances, and membership nearly tripled from 574
in 1895 to over 1,500 in 1908.40 As many other stamp clubs formed, the APS relied on its
members to help connect smaller clubs to the APS through affiliations. The network of philatelic
clubs grew across the country together with an active philatelic press that spread the word about
stamp collecting to interested readers while simultaneously recruiting new members.Stamp
PapersPhilatelic clubs formalized communities of collectors by defining practices and limiting
memberships, but a much larger community grew around stamps through the flourishing
philatelic print culture made possible by the postal system. Beginning in the late nineteenth
century, this print culture facilitated the growth of an imagined, and most likely more diverse,
community of stamp collectors and philatelists stretching across state and national
borders.41Stamp papers emerged after the Civil War and disseminated information about the
practices and vocabulary of the hobby to collectors at all levels of interest and investment. The
first serial, Stamp Collector’s Record, published by S. A. Taylor, began in Albany, New York, in
December 1864 and continued until October 1876, and the number of publications grew
exponentially. Between 1864 and 1906, over 900 stamp papers were published in the United
States alone. While Americans created the largest number of stamp papers during this time,
hundreds of other publications circulated from Great Britain, France, Germany, Canada,
Argentina, Egypt, Spain, Turkey, and Venezuela. Some publications published serious studies of
stamps, watermarks, or articles about the countries that produced specific stamps, while other
papers were the work of one person sitting at home writing a newsletter.42 A drop in American
periodical postage rates, from two cents per pound in 1874 to one penny per pound in 1885,
encouraged this flurry of circulation in all types of periodicals.43Some papers attempted to
generate business for dealers, while others were small outlets for local philatelic clubs. Dealers
such as Scott Stamp and Coin Company Limited and C. H. Mekeel Stamp Company became



publishers, printing papers to encourage philately and to stimulate the market for stamps and
collecting paraphernalia. Mekeel’s became the first weekly newspaper in 1891 and reported
philatelic news from around the world by publishing notes from clubs, announcing new issues,
and hosting stamp exchanges. Like most periodicals of the day, Mekeel’s also sold advertising
space. Few in-depth articles could be found in its tabloid-style pages, but it maintained its hold
as the definitive newspaper for collectors from 1891 to the present. Philatelic West began in
1895 as the journal of the Nebraska Philatelic Society and quickly grew from a regional to
national publication by 1902, when it became the official organ of more than ten collecting
associations. Its publishers boasted of the largest paid subscription list of any American
philatelic monthly.44 Millions of Americans learned philatelic practices and connected with
fellow collectors through these publications.Many individuals contributed to this print culture
even if their papers were short-lived. One teenager, known later in life for his fiction, started
Stamp Collector in his Syracuse, New York, home. L. Frank Baum printed at least four issues of
this serial between 1872 and 1873. During the 1870s—“the golden age of amateur publishing”—
it was not uncommon for boys, more so than for girls, to create publications using the Novelty
Toy Printing Press and to distribute them locally or to mail them to interested young readers
around the country.45 Baum was no doubt familiar with these and other stamp-related papers as
he created his own.While young printers delighted in their creations, some adults cringed at the
abundance of amateur publishers. One adult writer found no “earthly use” for amateur papers he
claimed were produced by boys with “limited knowledge” of stamps that “only bring ridicule upon
collecting from outsiders” and disgust from “advanced” collectors.46 If forming stamp clubs and
publishing journals helped to legitimize the hobby of stamp collecting, the interest generated by
younger collector-publishers was viewed by some as a distraction rather than as a boom to
stamp collecting. Even the smallest and shortest-lived papers show us that there was great
enthusiasm for participating in a public discussion about stamps and the practice of collecting
them.Philatelic publications were so prolific by 1892 that they became the subject of disparaging
articles. Harry Franklin Kantner of the Pennsylvania Philatelist declared that the “philatelic writer”
was “one of the most potent factors in the Philatelic field,” fighting for the progression of the
hobby. To fully express his concerns, he wrote a poem entitled “The Philatelic Publisher’s
Soliloquy.” This parody mocked the dilemma facing an amateur publisher who invested his own
money and time “to clip news by the sweat of his classic brow,” gather postal statistics, and
“revamp old philatelic articles that delight none.” The soliloquy borrowed from Hamlet:To publish
or not to publish,—that is the question.—Whether ’tis better to announce a new philatelic
journal;The fulfiller of a long, long felt wantOr to give up these grand ideas of gaining
popularityAnd never issue the wished for journal?47Kantner’s disapproval of the proliferation of
stamp papers continued the following year when he decried “the ‘stamp fever’ [that] had become
the ‘publishing fever.’” His article actively discouraged “all ambitious young men” from starting
new papers. In December 1894, the Weekly Philatelic Era rejoiced that an “exceedingly small
number” of new philatelic papers appeared that season, which was much more pleasant than



the “obnoxious” mushroomed growth of past years. An author for Philatelic West desired to start
his own paper in the 1890s and reflected how fortunate he was that he did not burden himself
and the “already long suffering philatelic public” with such a venture.48 These collective
comments demonstrated that while some stamp associations openly encouraged all to collect
stamps, not everyone agreed that all collectors should participate in the philatelic print culture, or
even the broader community of philatelists, equally. Within the philatelic community, philatelists
drew lines among their own.Applying a hierarchical framework to stamp papers and journalists
was in keeping with the post–Civil War tendency to distinguish between high- and lowbrow
activities.49 Even as stamp collectors tried to construct a cultural space for themselves as
learned individuals through clubs and readership of journals, some proposed fracturing within
their own ranks. Kantner proposed instituting hierarchical labels for philatelic publications. He
categorized papers into four classes: professional, semiprofessional, amateur, and price-list
journal. He classified his own journal, Pennsylvania Philatelist, as semiprofessional because it
was less “scientific” but more literary than the “professional” American Journal of Philately.
Kantner criticized smaller “amateur” papers that merely reprinted stories from larger journals and
did not produce original articles. Quite aware of philatelists’ place within the greater American
culture, Kantner commented that it was “not only a progressive age in general affairs but also in
philatelic matters.”50 Philatelists used the structure of a club, like that of a professional
association, to promote standards of practice. Many stamp collectors believed in American
exceptionalism in all matters, including philatelic. One way to ensure that American philatelists
contributed to a global print culture was to classify papers by their content and discourage just
anyone from starting his or her own paper. As a group, stamp collectors were earning an
expertise in their collections, but some philatelic writers, like Kantner, felt that even enthusiastic
philatelists needed to respect the hierarchy and defer to the expertise of others.Despite
complaints by vocal writers such as Kantner, the journals lived on and connected thousands of
collectors each year. Like professional journals, most philatelic publications kept members
abreast of the field and facilitated communication among societies. Articles featured news of first
issues of American and international stamps, explanations of different types of stamps, philatelic
literature reviews, and letters from readers.51 A handful of papers, like Weekly Philatelic Era,
offered subscribers a free exchange notice to facilitate the commerce of stamps among the
community that was enabled by the postal service. Beyond articles, most papers accepted
advertisements from dealers in stamps and collecting ephemera. Such items advertised
included albums and specialized tools for handling stamps. Merchants engaged with
hierarchical rhetoric and might call out to “serious collectors” in an advertisement.52 Not only
were collectors defining themselves in ways typical of the period, but in reading about their
hobby they were also bombarded with advertising by dealers and manufacturers selling
accessories, including magnifying glasses, hinges, and tongs. A cottage industry grew up
around philatelists. By reading these papers, collectors educated themselves in the minutiae of
philately.
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Eric Hobart, “Philately - how do people use that to remember?. When I first ordered this book, I
did so because I am a stamp collector and have been for many years. I wanted to better
understand how a scholarly interpretation of the hobby would be written. I did not expect the
book to focus on memory, but in the end I was pleasantly surprised by how Sheila Brennan
crafted the work.Brennan says in her opening that "To investigate the meaning of the stamps, I
look at the institution producing them and the ways in which people chose to collect, save,
discuss, and display their stamps." (p.2) To achieve this aim, she examines multiple subjects
including philatelic communities, "reading" stamps, Federal participation in philately, and
national identity. It is important to note that Brennan's work exclusively focuses on postage
stamps issued in the United States, with an extremely brief reference to some Latin American
countries (the "Seebeck" stamps).Brennan argues largely that stamps were not reflective of the
American community as a whole, but instead focused on the concept of American
exceptionalism through the lens of primarily White male Americans. She acknowledges that
women were on some American stamps (for example, the 1892 issue commemorating the 400th
anniversary of Columbus' arrival in North America, where Queen Isabella of Spain was
prominently displayed), and in the 20th century we started to see more women on stamps. She
also recognizes that African Americans were (eventually) memorialized on stamps, but the first
was really not until the 1940's and the Famous Americans set.There is no real doubt in my mind
that Brennan's analysis is accurate and reflective of how people remembered things in the late
19th/early 20th century. Her argument reminds me of the old adage "To the victor go the spoils"
- and in this case, the "victor" was the white male that oversaw stamp design, all the way through
the 1930's and in many cases well beyond.The book is well written, but there are several
grammatical errors that the editors should have caught - especially since this is published by a
University Press. However, I'll bypass those errors in favor of the content, which is very good,
and the overall writing & argument, to give it a 5 star rating.”

The book by Akira Toriyama has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 5 people have provided feedback.
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